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This report on consumer habits and the taxi industry is based on de-identified data provided by the first 
1,786 registrants of the Big Taxi Switch campaign.

The Big Taxi Switch is a campaign to unlock group discounted taxi fare offers for consumers. 

As part of the registration process, consumers answered a series of optional questions to assist One Big 
Switch in its attempt to negotiate a collective discount. 

In this report, we have collected data, experiences and feedback from consumers with respect to the 
taxi industry. The information contained in this report is reflective of consumer expectations of the 
industry. 

About This Report

About One Big Switch
One Big Switch launched in Ireland in February 2014 with the Big Energy Switch, a national group-
switching campaign to unlock discounted home energy bills – the first of its kind in Ireland.
One Big Switch members work together to build next-generation consumer campaigns. These national 
campaigns will not only help unlock discounted products and services, they will also help ensure the 
Irish consumer voice gets heard.

Oliver Tattan – an Irish entrepreneur who has spent the best part of the last decade building businesses 
that drive competition and better consumer outcomes in the Irish health insurance market – brought 
One Big Switch to Ireland. One Big Switch is based on a successful Australian model.

One Big Switch launched in 2011 in Australia with the Choice Big Bank Switch, a world-first campaign to 
cut the cost of mortgages using the power of group switching. A total of 40,000 Australian consumers 
took part.

In 2012, One Big Switch launched the Big Electricity Switch. Over 250,000 Australian households joined 
to make it one of the largest consumer campaigns ever.  Today the movement has over 500,000 members 
and many have saved on their household bills by switching to discounted home loans, electricity, gas, 
solar panels and broadband. They have also taken in part in campaigns to help ensure the consumer 
voice is heard by policymakers and service providers.
One Big Switch is now one of the world’s largest consumer organisations, and the fastest growing 
consumer network in the world.
One Big Switch is a for-profit-with-purpose enterprise. It is free to join, and joining is entirely obligation-
free.
The Big Taxi Switch launched in Dublin on February 9, 2015 and registration closes at midnight on March 
1st.

To register, or for more information, go to www.onebigswitch.ie
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Welcome to the One Big Switch Big Taxi Report

As part of the largest ever consumer survey of the taxi industry in Ireland we asked our members for 
their experiences and opinions on taxis.

We were overwhelmed by the response of 2,500+ members who joined the campaign and shared their 
thoughts with us.

The taxi industry is going through a time of significant change. New technology and greater demands 
from consumers for safety and responsiveness means there is an opportunity to better the approach of 
the industry towards consumers.

The Big Taxi Switch is aimed at securing a People Powered Group Discount but is also about advancing 
positive change in the industry for the benefit of consumers. The Big Taxi Report is the culmination 
of feedback from you, our members, which will go towards informing the taxi industry and emerging 
competitors regarding your needs for future improvements.

I would like to thank all those who took part in our survey and contributed their experiences to this 
report. 

Happy Switching!

Sarah Ryan
Director of Campaigns, One Big Switch

Forward
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The Big Taxi Report is based on de-identified data provided by the first 1,786 registrants of the Big 
Taxi Switch campaign. 

The report focused on consumer habits as well as the perception of the taxi industry which has and 
continues to go through significant change.

Taxi Deregulation occurred over a decade ago but the debate around its effectiveness continues. 
64% of our members believe that deregulation has improved the industry mainly because of increased 
availability of taxis. The remaining 36% largely believe deregulation led to price hikes while some 
believed it reduced the level of passenger safety.

Cost remains the big issue when requesting a taxi with 35% of consumers identifying cost as the most 
important factor. Poor navigation was also identified as a significant irritation by 28% of respondents.
Primarily, 71% of taxis requested are for the purpose of a night out while 45% of all taxis are requested 
via Radio Operator with 27% requested via Smartphone apps.

Taxis are viewed as an essential service by consumers with 52% responding that they supplement a 
poor public transport system while a further 36% believe they provide a safe and reliable service.

The Big Taxi Switch is a campaign using people power to unlock group-discounted taxi fare offers and 
give Irish households a good reason to consider using taxis.

Executive Summary
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Part 1: The Impact of Taxi Deregulation

" The [Deregulation] process was shambolic and left many new drivers with massive debts...remortgaged 
houses etc."
 -  Declan, Taxi Driver from Dublin

Yes No
64% 36%

"I am shocked, but not surprised, to see the increase in taxi fares come into effect in April 2015. At 
one time the Taxi Regulator had €20 million in funds sitting in an account and very little of that money 
seems to have been used to help the industry."
 -  Ned from Dublin

Following taxi deregulation 
in 2001, do you believe the 
taxi market has improved?
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(Yes) What do you believe is the greatest improvement in the 
taxi industry?

(No) Why do you not think the taxi industry has improved?

 "Hailo had been quite an improvement already "
 -  Eanna from Dublin

Improved Reliability

Reduced Costs

Better Overall Experience

Improved Availability

13%

14%

15%

58%

"The number of rogue taxi's must be addressed by the regulator "
 -  Shea from Dublin

15%

16%

17%22%

30%
Reduced Reliability

Reduced Availability

Reduced Safety

Reduced Overall Experience

Increased Costs
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Part 2: Taxi Experiences

What is the most 
important factor 
you consider before 
selecting a taxi?

What factor irritates 
you most about a 
Taxi experience?

"My wife and myself rely on taxis quite a bit, we would use them more as we live in a place that has no 
bus service to speak of, but being on a limited budget we can't afford to."
 -  Thomas from Wexford

Cost

Availability

Service

Local Knowledge

Cleanliness

Social Driver

35%

28%

18%

9%

9%

4%

"I live near Athlone town where there is no local public transport. Many of the taxi drivers have little or 
no English and no sense of direction."
 -  John From Roscommon
"Unfriendly drivers, dirty and old cars, racism...high prices/ different prices."
 -  Patrick from Monaghan
“Some taxi drivers are not clean, they play blaring music even when your phone rings and you take 
a call. They often make and receive calls without a hands-free set they often drive too fast or drive 
dangerously.”
 -  Eimear from Dublin

Bad Driving

Antisocial Driver

Unclean Taxi

Poor Navigation

Price

8%
10%

18%

28%

36%
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Part 3: Taxi Usage

"We have a local taxi man .We use him all the time, he's very reliable. We use him mostly to and from 
Cork airport."
 -  David from Cork

What is your main reason for using a taxi?

How do you get a Taxi?

Bad Driving

Antisocial Driver

Unclean Taxi

Poor Navigation

Price

3% 4%
9%

13%

71%

 "Taxi or cab is essential for getting home from the pub in 
rural area, but the tariff is different every time"

 -  Patrick from Galway

"It's very difficult to distinguish a Taxi from other cars on busy streets/roads, they should be all of an 
unique colour and make to be instantly recognizable from a distance"
 -  Patrick from Dublin

Taxi Rank

Onstreet

Smartphone App

Radio Operator

10%

18%

27%

45%
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Part 4: The Importance of the Taxi Industry

"Taxi drivers have a huge part to play in being Tourism Ambassadors"
 -  Ray from Cork

What benefits do you think Taxis provide?

 "Taxis are essential for me"
 -  Mary from Dublin

Essential for Business

Supports Tourism

Provides Reliable Transport

Provides Safe Transport

Supplements Public Transport System

52%

18%

18%

6%
6%


